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General information.

Admission
Your visitor badge gives you access to all three days of the exhibition. You will need to book your place at the conference if you have not done so already to gain entry. If you wish to attend the conference, please speak to a member of staff for more information.

Cloakroom
There is a cloakroom located at the main entrance of the venue. You can store your clothing at a rate of €2.00 per piece. Taking along large luggage items is not permitted.

First aid
Anyone requiring first aid should report immediately to the organisers’ office at the back of the hall, or to a member of security staff for assistance.

Toilets
The toilets are located at the back of Hall 1.

Travel
Rotterdam Ahoy is located just off the motorway, with the Zuidplein metro and bus stop and Rotterdam Central Station nearby.

Parking
Attendees may use the car parks at Rotterdam Ahoy, on a first-come first-served basis, at the venue rates and according to the official operating hours.

Wi-Fi
There will be free Wi-Fi within the exhibition hall

Canvassing
Canvassing for orders is strictly prohibited and any persons found doing so may be ejected from the venue. The distribution or display of printed materials other than by the exhibitors on their own stands, or by the event media partners on dedicated media areas, is not permitted under any circumstances. If you are interested in promoting your brand, please visit the business lounge and speak to a member of the team.

Indemnity
The organisers accept no responsibility for the statements made in this event guide or for any errors or omissions that may have occurred. All conference and exhibitor information is correct at time of going to press, but all are subject to change.
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## Smart badge
Your visitor badge now acts as your ‘virtual event bag’, so no need to carry any heavy brochures!

### How does it work?
1. Simply touch an exhibitor’s reader with your badge until the green light glows and the reader beeps
2. Receive one email at the end of the day with links to all the exhibitors’ product information

## Safety measures
The safety of our visitors, exhibitors, and staff is of paramount importance to us. We have therefore partnered with SGS to provide a safe, hygienic environment that complies with GSG standards.

---

### Exhibition opening times

**Tuesday 14 March**  
13:00 – 18:00*  
*Late Night Networking Drinks until 20:00

**Wednesday 15 March**  
10:00 – 18:00

**Thursday 16 March**  
10:00 – 15:00
**Sponsors and supporters.**

**Sponsors**

[ADVARIO](#) [Geldof](#) [Honeywell](#) [Engicon nv](#)

**Supporters**

**Belgian Association of Tank Terminal Operators (BATO)**

With 17 terminals and more than 2000 storage tanks, BATO represents 10 million cubic meters of storage capacity in Belgium, mostly situated in Antwerp and Ghent. Their principal mission is to inform members on developments in the legislation affecting their business. BATO is part of Essenscia, the association of chemical and life sciences companies in Belgium.

**Federation of European Tank Storage Associations (FETSA)**

FETSA represents the bulk liquid storage sector in Europe. Bulk liquid and liquified gas terminals are present in ports, airports, logistic platforms and along rivers, canals and pipelines. In total, FETSA represents over 140 companies operating 692 terminals across Europe. Their storage terminals provide an essential interface between sea, road, rail, inland waterway and pipeline logistics.

**The International Liquid Terminals Association (ILTA)**

ILTA represents a diverse group of companies that are a critical link in the transportation systems for liquid commodities. It includes over 80 terminal members across all 50 states and internationally, as well as over 400 supplier members. ILTA focuses on promoting the crucial role the terminal industry plays in the economy by highlighting its safety successes, environmental responsibility and economic impact to legislators, regulators and the public.

**iTanks**

iTanks connects companies, knowledge institutes and industry experts with each other and introduces these parties to new technology and the latest innovations from within and also outside the sector. iTanks' strength lies in the renewal of the port-related industry. There is a huge amount of knowledge and expertise available for the industry which is not yet applied and used.

**Optichem**

Optichem is the legal connections and interdependence between producers, consumers, traders, terminals, shipowners, surveyors, ship's agents and Insurance companies. Its academy will upgrade your skills and decision-making process, you will understand the full process of the bulk liquid chain. During comprehensive in-house training the full and complete bulk liquid chain from production to consumption will be explained.

**The Tank Storage Association (TSA)**

The TSA represents the interests of over 60 member companies engaged in the storage of bulk liquids and the provision of products and services to the sector. TSA’s members provide and support an essential interface between sea, road, rail and pipeline logistics for many different substances including transport and heating fuels, chemicals, animal feed and foodstuffs.

**Kwaliteitstoezicht Inspectie En Niet-destructieve Technieken (KINT)**

KINT Association contributes to the safety and profitability of industrial installations (pressure vessels, steel constructions and means of transport). KINT Association is involved in the optimisation, promotion and correct positioning of Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) as a part of integrity management during the design, newbuild and operational phase.

**Verband Deutscher Maschinen- und Anlagenbau e.V. (VDMA)**

VDMA offers their members a range of services which include important and future-relevant topics such as climate-neutral production, circular economy, Germany as a business location, EU & China and many more. By this it supports their members business decisions with industry-specific information.
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Partners.

Official media partner

Tank Storage Magazine (TSM)

TSM is the world’s leading publication dedicated to the bulk liquid storage industry and the official magazine for StocExpo and all key tank storage events globally. It is read by terminal managers, senior engineers, logistics/distribution managers and CEOs within oil, gas and petrochemical facilities as well as third party terminal operators and oil trading companies.

Media partners
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Welcome to the new and updated StocExpo 2023!

We are delighted to welcome you back to this year’s StocExpo. Much has changed since we saw you last – we’ve re-branded to reflect our focus on future fuels storage as well as oil & gas, we’ve doubled the amount of content at the show with an impressive 60 speakers in the line-up, and we’ve introduced multiple new features across the show floor.

Our all-new Terminal Operations & Safety conference includes a panel discussion on safety best practices, an update on the transition to fluorine free foams and covers the challenges of transforming LNG tanks to ammonia tanks.

And highlights from the FETSA Tank Storage Conference include the impact of the Russia/Ukraine war on supply routes, how carbon capture and storage fits into the tank storage business model and the growth of LNG storage infrastructure to ensure security of supply.

In addition to this we’ve introduced an innovation & sustainability trail, a pitch contest, a terminal tour and you’ll also find hydrogen-powered cars on display in the exhibition hall.

We can’t wait to see which new innovations will be at the show this year. Whether you’re looking for new technologies to improve safety, help your terminal towards its net zero goals or improve customer service we are showcasing the best in tank storage technology and services.

As always networking remains a top priority for us, so please do join us for a drink at the late-night networking party on day one or for the Gala Dinner at the Global Tank Storage Awards on day two.

We look forward to seeing you again,

Best wishes,

Margaret Dunn
Portfolio Director
StocExpo
What's on?

**Port of Rotterdam and KOOLE Terminal Tour.**
14 March | 09:30 | Rotterdam Ahoy
Visit an advanced future fuels terminal in Rotterdam before this year’s StocExpo opens its doors. Koole Tankstorage Botlek (KTB) will be hosting a terminal tour at its current and future fuels terminal in the heart of the Port of Rotterdam. KTB currently operates with an annual throughput capacity of almost 2 million tonnes, 600,000m² of which is dedicated to biofuels storage.

**Women in Tanks.**
14 March | 17:30 | FETSA Tank Storage Conference
To secure the future success of the tank storage sector, StocExpo 2023 has put together an initiative to promote diversity in this industry as well as to celebrate what a great place the sector is for both men and women to work. Don’t miss the Women in Tanks panel hosted on day one of the conference.

**Late-night Networking.**
14 March | 18:00 | Networking Lounge
Taking place on the exhibition floor, the official late-night networking party will be a chance for you to network in a relaxed environment and enjoy a drink to enhance your networking experience at the event. Bring your colleagues and entertain your clients late into the night with food and drinks in a lively atmosphere.

**Forty Under 40.**
14 March | 18:00 | Networking Lounge
The StocExpo 2023 Forty Under 40 recognises both those with the greatest potential to become industry leaders in the future and those who have achieved greatness already in the bulk liquid storage industry. All of the Forty Under 40 will be available to meet during our late-night networking drinks.

**FETSA Breakfast.**
15 March | 09:00 | Networking Lounge
FETSA members will be meeting to discuss priorities such as: climate neutrality, energy transition, safety and strategic storage. FETSA represents the bulk liquid storage sector in Europe. Bulk liquid and liquified gas terminals are present in ports, airports, logistic platforms and along rivers, canals and pipelines.

**iTanks Pitchlunch.**
15 March | 11:30 | Terminal Operations & Safety Conference
Join the iAsk Pitchlunch hosted by Bosch, Cellnex and Gemba. This is a unique opportunity to meet iTanks members, enjoy lunch with good company, and join in on the pitch contest.

**Tank Storage Awards.**
15 March | 18:45 | Schiecentrale
The prestigious Global Tank Storage Awards will highlight those that excel in a range of different categories. After receiving over 200 entries from across the globe, this year’s international jury has shortlisted the companies and individuals who are now in the running to get their hands on an exclusive trophy.
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Innovation trail.

SPRINT Robotics and StocExpo have entered into a strategic partnership combining SPRINT Robotics’ industry expertise and global network with StocExpo, the largest and longest running international bulk liquid storage event.

SPRINT Robotics will be a part of the StocExpo conference programme as well as being a part of the innovation trail. CSpect, Square Robot, Thread and Voliro, which are SPRINT Robotics members, will be showcasing their latest technology on the innovation zone demonstration area.

SPRINT Robotics
SPRINT Robotics was launched to encourage the worldwide use of robotics for inspection, cleaning and maintenance. SPRINT Robotics is a not-for-profit organisation and has become an internationally recognised platform for inspection and maintenance (I&M) robotics with a support base of nearly 100 organisations globally. The SPRINT Robotics vision is to achieve field use of robotics for I&M of capital-intensive infrastructure assets on a large scale to address immediate needs and long-term industry priorities.

CSpect
CSpect is an engineering company based in the Port of Zeebrugge using ‘Remote Inspection Techniques’ to inspect your assets. They eliminate the use of divers for inspections below water and the use of staging, cranes, ladders, rope access or cherry pickers for close-up inspections and thickness measurements at height or depth. To perform these ‘Remote Inspections’ they use Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROV) and our revolutionary ‘ALTUM telescopic pole systems’.

ScoutDI
The main product for ScoutDI is the Scout 137 Drone System, a game-changing drone-based inspection system that enables non-entry visual inspection of confined spaces in a safer, faster, and more cost-effective way. The drone has a 3D Lidar for mapping and navigation in GPS-denied environments such as bulk liquid storage tanks. The drone is tethered to a ground station providing unlimited flight time and a robust network connection.

Square Robot
Square Robot was established in 2016 when three veterans of the robotics industry identified a critical need to improve aboveground storage tank inspections. Their mission is to apply Robotic Technology to eliminate the need to put people into dangerous enclosed spaces and eliminate taking tanks out of service. Their services will reduce VOCs released from tanks by over 90%, and dramatically reduce the cost to owners and operators.

Thread
Thread is the leader of enterprise-scale autonomous data collection for delivering precise inspection insights. Companies today struggle with asset inspection. Inspections are time consuming, expensive, and dangerous. Other robotic collection methods are manual, visual based, and overwhelm organisations with data. Thread addresses this with push button robotics, automated and intelligent data collection, with inspection insights ready for analyst review.

Voliro
Voliro is developing advanced flying robots to perform Inspection and Maintenance tasks more safely, cost-effectively and faster than traditional methods. Voliro aims to provide innovative UAVs with unique capabilities. They promote the concept of omnidirectional aerial vehicles, where position and orientation of the flying platform are completely independent. This ability is crucial to achieve robust and reliable interaction with the environment.
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Sustainability trail.

We're working to reduce the carbon footprint of our events and doing everything we can to highlight and promote sustainability at all levels of event planning and execution. Ensuring sustainability is an integral goal of StocExpo, and we're taking steps to ensure our event and those involved are as environmentally friendly as they can be.

New for this year, we're highlighting exhibitors with sustainable products or solutions on the Sustainability Trail live at the exhibition.

Assai Software
Your teams can be 60% more productive with Assai. Document Controllers benefit from built-in workflows which automatically forward documents to the next person in line, as well as automatic notifications to remind stakeholders of outstanding actions. Whilst Engineers save time looking for and reviewing documents thanks to integrated redlining and commenting and personal inboxes showing which actions are outstanding.

Emerson
Emerson helps producers and terminals prepare for the energy transition by providing automation solutions in all parts of the value chain for fuels like ammonia, biofuels, hydrogen, LNG, and more. They have sustainability goals aligned with climate science, with net zero greenhouse gas emissions of their own operations by 2030 and throughout their entire value chain by 2045.

EWFM
At the onset, aircraft refuelling and fuel tanker equipment have been and continue to be a specialty of EWFM in both the defence and civil markets. From supplying the aviation and oil and gas industries, the company has now diversified into other hazardous markets such as pharmaceuticals, chemicals, food and drink, and power generation.

Geldof
One of Geldof's specialty solutions is the realisation of cold, refrigerated and cryogenic gas storage projects. All over Europe, Geldof has built several liquefied gas storage tanks and terminals. This strategic approach is to accommodate with the increasing demands for clean energy.

L&J
The Shand & Jurs 96330 Internal Safety Shutoff and Operating Valve provides automatic, fool proof, quick acting shutoff of product flow in tanks and manifold lines. Extremely versatile, it can be mounted in the tank or in line. This valve is used most effectively as a safety shutoff or operating valve in manifold lines.

Newson Gale
Newson Gale is the global leader in the design, manufacture and supply of electrostatic grounding systems. The Earth-Rite® range of electrostatic grounding systems provide the most comprehensive layers of protection including continual monitoring, visual indication and interlock functionality. This provides end users an ideal solution for hydrogen tanker grounding applications to mitigate against the risk posed by electrostatic discharges.
Traditionally, the tank storage sector has largely focused on storing fossil fuels, but all this is changing. The global energy sector is undergoing a transformation, and it’s essential that the storage terminal industry keeps pace with this. Have a seat at the table, learn from each other and prepare your business for change.

**Energy Transition.** How Advario, Tepsa-Rubis and Galp are preparing for the next chapter

**Digital Transformation.** Hear about VTTI’s digital evolution

**Market Analysis.** Russia/Ukraine conflict: long term impact on the storage market

**Hydrogen.** How ACE Terminal is building an import terminal as a hydrogen carrier

**Future Outlook.** The current storage landscape in key regions: Asia, Middle East, and the US

**Carbon Capture.** How carbon capture utilization and storage (CCUS) will fit into the tank storage business model

**Cyber Security.** Preparing your terminal against cyber threats

**Sharing HSE Best Practices.** Hear from Vopak, Shell and HG Storage about their experiences with safety
DAY ONE 14 March 2023
Security of supply

09.30 Site visit at Koole Terminals, Rotterdam
13.00 Opening remarks from: Ulfert Cornelius, Chairman, FETSA
13.05 The impact of the Russia/Ukraine war on supply routes
   Patrick Kulsen, Managing Director, Insights Global
13.30 Ensuring sufficient strategic storage needs for future energy carriers
   Maurits Kreijkes, Oil Market Analyst, COVA
13.50 The growth of LNG storage infrastructure to ensure security of supply
   Stefaan Adriaens, Commercial Manager, Gate Terminal
14.10 What to look out for in the storage sector in 2023
   > Russia/Ukraine conflict: long term impact on the storage market
   > Supply & demand forecast for key biofuels
   > The current storage landscape in key regions: Asia, Middle East, and the US
   Mark Waddington, Director and Senior Consultant, Channoil Consulting
14.30 Security of Energy Supply
   Anthony Lagrange, Policy Officer, DG Energy
15.00 How carbon capture utilization and storage (CCUS) will fit into the tank storage business model
   Nico de Meester, External relations manager, Porthos
15.25 The world’s first liquid CO2 marine loading arms
   Gerald Bordas, Sales Director, Technip Energies Loading Systems
15.55 Innovative protection systems for high pressure hydrogen gas storage tanks
   Bora Aydin, Business Development Manager, Walter Tosto
16.10 Fireproof GRP floating roofs made in Germany – a safe and environmental solution for hydrocarbon and chemical storage tanks
   Michael Mangold, Head of Technical Innovation, EPT for Storage Tanks
16.30 Regulations, Resignations, and Robots: A New Era for Storage Tanks
   John Evans, Business Segment Director, Oil and Gas, HUVRdata
   Earl Crochet, Owner, Crochet Midstream Consulting
16.45 IIoT Applications in Terminals
   > Sustainability: Emissions monitoring and reporting
   > Digitalization: Digital Factory, Predictive Maintenance
   Sri Srinivasan, Vice President & General Manager of Process Measurement & Control, Honeywell
17.00 Panel discussion on Securing Security of Supply: moderated by Patrick Kulsen, Insights Global
   Maurits Kreijkes, Oil Market Analyst, COVA
   Stefaan Adriaens, Commercial Manager, Gate Terminal
   Mark Waddington, Director and Senior Consultant, Channoil Consulting
   Nico de Meester, External relations manager, Porthos
17.30 Panel discussion: Women in Tanks: Finding opportunities in the tank storage market, moderated by Anamika Talwar, editor, Tank Storage Magazine
   Karine Huysmans, Transformation Manager, LBC
   Sandra de Bont, Director, VOTOB
   Sandra De Mey, Commercial Manager, North Sea Port
   Kathryn Clay, President, ILTA
   Suzan de Haan, Process Improvement Director, HES
   Marjolein Pordon, Senior Quality Consultant, Women in Tech
18.00 NETWORKING RECEPTION IN THE NETWORKING LOUNGE
DAY TWO 15 March 2023
Future of fuels

10.00 Opening remarks from the Chair: Bruno Hayem, CEO, Rubis Terminal

10.05 The Energy Transition for Storage Terminals: a Fad or the Future?
Ellen Ruhotas, Managing Director for New Energies, Zenith Energy

10.30 The energy transition from an Iberian perspective
> Green hydrogen production
> ESG pillars central to Galp’s transformation
Lee Hodder, VP Strategy & Chief Sustainability Officer, Galp

10.50 NETWORKING BREAK IN EXHIBITION HALL

11.15 Building an import terminal of the future
Job van de Kroft, Director of New Energies Europe, Advario

11.45 How electrical RTO technology and vapour recovery units can help become green and cost effective in gas venting
José Miguel González, Engineering Director, Tecam

12.00 Panel discussion: Energy transition:
Ellen Ruhotas, Managing Director for New Energies, Zenith Energy
Lee Hodder, Head of Strategy & Sustainability, Galp
Erik Kleine, General Manager Europe, LBC

12.30 How can we help companies with the energy transition
Duco Boer, Chief Digital Officer, Falcker

12.45 Fast-forward to 2030 in just 4 weeks: How leading terminal operators are managing all site data and O&M from a smartphone today
Ahmed Hadid, CEO, HyBird

13.00 NETWORKING LUNCH

14.00 Opening remarks from the chair: Mark Waddington, Director and Senior Consultant, Chanoil Consulting

14.05 The future of e-fuels in the transport system
> Challenges of upscale production of e-fuels
> Advantages of e-fuels over hydrogen
> The need for a favourable regulatory framework: RED and the European Green Deal
> Building a market for e-fuels worldwide: growth opportunities
Ralf Diemer, Managing Director, e-fuels alliance

14.30 Current and future opportunities for biofuels
Peter Zonneveld, VP Sales Renewables Europe & APAC, Neste

14.55 NETWORKING BREAK IN EXHIBITION HALL

15.25 Building an import terminal for ammonia as hydrogen carrier
Egbert Vrijen, Project Director, ACE Terminal

15.45 NETWORKING BREAK

16.15 Importing and storing hydrogen on an industrial scale
> Roadmap to 2030
> Comparing hydrogen carriers
> Update on the green hydrogen hub
> Opportunities and challenges for hydrogen in the bulk liquid storage sector
Ramon Ernst, Managing Director of Evos Amsterdam
Bart van der Meer, Business Development Manager, H2A

16.40 Adapting the terminal business to the energy transition
Enrique Mozo, Business development Director, Tepsa-Rubis

17.00 Panel discussion on hydrogen and future fuels
Ralf Diemer, Managing Director, e-fuels alliance
Peter Zonneveld, VP Sales Renewables Europe & APAC, Neste
Egbert Vrijen, Project Director, Gasunie ACE Terminal
Ramon Ernst, Managing Director of Evos Amsterdam
Bart van der Meer, Business Development Manager, H2A
Enrique Mozo, Business development Director, Tepsa-Rubis

17.30 END OF CONFERENCE
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DAY THREE  16 March 2023
The digital transformation

10.00  Opening remarks from the Chair:  
Stefana Sopco, Head of Content Marketing, Smartflow

10.05  Digital transformation at Shell Energy & Chemical Park  
Gerco ver den Brink, Digital Transformation lead, Shell

10.30  VTTI’s digital transformation  
Hans Geurts, Global IT Director, VTTI

10.50  It’s Time for Action: Digitize Terminal Operations and Cut Tomorrow’s Idle Time  
Hans Bobeldijk, CEO, UAB Online

11.15  Preparing your terminal against cyber threats  
Arun Sriskanda, Commercial Director, Oikos

11.30  Asset data from the edge to the cloud  
Robert Bakelaar, IoT Solution Architect, Vopak

11.50  How l-IoT can save costs and CO2 emissions  
Thijs Buuron, Technical lead, TWTG

12.05  Digitilisation and Dashboards: Automating predictive intelligence in fuel operations  
Derek Blagg, Commercial Director, Varec

12.20  Utilising robotic inspection data to support AST RBI analysis  
Rafael Rengifo, Corporate Account Manager, Becht

12.45  Optimizing Terminal Operations with Advanced Planning & Scheduling  
Bert van Dam, Head of Center of Competence Tank Terminals, Siemens

13.00  Panel discussion: Digitilisation  
Gerco ver den Brink, Digital Transformation lead, Shell  
Hans Geurts, Global IT Director, VTTI  
Arun Sriskanda, Commercial Director, Oikos  
Robert Bakelaar, IoT Solution Architect, Vopak  
Thijs Buuron, Technical lead, TWTG  
Derek Blagg, Commercial Director, Varec

13.30  NETWORKING LUNCH IN EXHIBITION HALL

14.00  A Drone Inspection Workflow to Optimise Asset Health & Safety  
Steve Hardy, Sales Director, Thread

14.15  In-Service Robotic Inspections for Aboveground Fuel Storage Tanks  
Brian Kinsey, Chief Growth Officer, Square Robot

14.30  Using remote inspection techniques’ to inspect industrial assets  
Hendrik Vanneste, Cspect

14.45  Unleashing the Power of the Voliro T Aerial Robot for Inspection and Maintenance  
Chriss Udell, Business Development Lead, Voliro
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Terminal Operations & Safety Conference

**DAY ONE** 14 March 2023

13.20 Opening remarks from the chair: Ragnar Wladimir Strauch, VDMA

13.30 An interactive session on improving behavioural safety at the terminal
  > Lessons learnt from near-misses incidents
  > Changing the safety mindset
  > The road to a culture of commitment

  Ghislaine Burink, Director, CR8 Safety

14.00 Normalisation of (unmitigated) risk – lessons learnt from previous incidents

  Nils Bosma, General Manager, HSSE External Affairs, Shell

14.30 NETWORKING BREAK

15.00 Buncefield +18years: what have we learnt and what have we forgotten?

  Peter Savage, HSEC Manager at HG Storage

15.30 HSE panel discussion: sharing best practices

  Carla Manion, Global SHE Manager, Vopak
  Nils Bosma, General Manager, HSSE External Affairs, Shell
  Peter Savage, HSEC Manager at HG Storage
  Ghislaine Burink, Director, CR8 Safety

16.30 ATEX equipment compliance

  Arno Mensink, Chemical Safety Specialist, EFPC

17.00 Challenges arising from Dutch explosion safety regulations

  Casper Wassink, President, Dutch NDT Society, KINT

**DAY TWO** 15 March

10.25 Opening remarks from the chair: Ragnar Wladimir Strauch, VDMA

10.30 What can we do to improve stagnating safety compliance?
  > The perspective of the inspectors
  > Hardware, software & mindware
  > How to improve a company’s safety culture

  Nienke de Wilde, Director of inspection and enforcement, DCMR

10.55 Recent developments in corrosion under insulation management for storage terminals
  > What are the main challenges?
  > What were the learnings from previous case-studies?

  Geert Henk Wijnants, Principal Consultant, Stork Group

11.15 Energy saving and recovery by using screw pump technology

  Axel Jäschke, Business Development Director, Circor

11.30 ITANKS PITCH & NETWORKING LUNCH

13.30 How to build a resilient and sustainable liquid bulk supply chain
  > How a liquid bulk supply chain is set up and the role of tank terminals in a global context
  > How to build a resilient supply chain, considering recent events such as Suez Canal blockage, Covid lockdowns, war in Ukraine
  > How to make your supply chain sustainable (focusing on HSE)

  Rudi Stalmans, Managing Director, Ener8
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DAY THREE 16 March

10.30 Forze Hydrogen racing: Zero CO2 Emission Racing
Abel van Beest, Team Manager, Forze

11.00 Eco-Runner Team Delft: Building the most efficient hydrogen powered city car in the world
Julian de Klerk, Team Manager, Ecorunner

11.30 Challenges in the Transformation of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Storage Tanks to Ammonia (NH3) Service
Norman Bruckhaus, Senior Expert – Storage Facilities, Tank Engineering and Construction, Linde

12.00 Zero Emission at Tank Operating Pressure
Thorsten Schaper, Business Development Manager, Protego
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibitor Name</th>
<th>Booth Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actemium</td>
<td>C17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced 3D</td>
<td>K27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agidens</td>
<td>C11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammtech</td>
<td>N1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquacycl</td>
<td>C25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARI-Armaturen</td>
<td>G25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arma Tankbouw</td>
<td>E18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assai Software Services B.V.</td>
<td>N25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUMA Riester Gmb &amp; Co. KG</td>
<td>J13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AxFlow B.V</td>
<td>E3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belven Nv</td>
<td>F13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETA industrie</td>
<td>D20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlackWolf Technologies Inc</td>
<td>C24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borsig</td>
<td>B7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bray Controls Benelux</td>
<td>C13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSS&amp;B Safety Systems</td>
<td>F12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbis Loadtec &amp; Sam Carbis Solutions Group</td>
<td>E13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cashco</td>
<td>N7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIRCOR</td>
<td>E23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLA-VAL Europe</td>
<td>B19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinv Robotics</td>
<td>B10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Canvas Ltd</td>
<td>F3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrec</td>
<td>G27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cool Sorption</td>
<td>J26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Engineering Consultancy</td>
<td>N26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSpect</td>
<td>POD A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTS Netherlands B.V</td>
<td>D17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dantec</td>
<td>U11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCM EMBA Metering &amp; Control</td>
<td>M3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIAL Filtration</td>
<td>A8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DirecTank Environmental Products</td>
<td>N5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. STHAMER</td>
<td>F4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eco-Valves</td>
<td>B9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eddyfi Technologies</td>
<td>G11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKATO Mixing Technology</td>
<td>N3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elmac Technologies</td>
<td>E17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELSONT Tankservice GmbH</td>
<td>E16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerson</td>
<td>M17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endegs B.V</td>
<td>M4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endress + Hauser</td>
<td>K3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eneric Ltd</td>
<td>F10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engicon NV(Geldof)</td>
<td>K25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enmac OY</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOTUN</td>
<td>F11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>J5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanon Loading Equipment</td>
<td>D7 &amp; D11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenbri Fire Fighting &amp; Arcadis</td>
<td>M23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOKS</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>B23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KZU AD</td>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leistritz Pump Technology</td>
<td>H5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Stand C17**

**Actemium**  
www.actemium.com  
**FETSA SUPPLIER MEMBER**  
Worldwide, experts work to deliver a range of safe and sustainable solutions and services across the entire industrial life cycle. In its day-to-day operations, Actemium builds on its powerful networking system expertise in each process in order to provide turnkey solutions.

**Stand G7**

**Advanced 3D**  
www.lasersurveying.com  
A3D is a modern innovative engineering company, specialising in compliance documentation crucial for any process site for maintenance, compliance, safety, and carbon reduction strategies. Working in the process industry, A3D's clients come to us for fast and accurate P&IDs, we use modern P&ID designing procedures built on the traditional core of engineering requirements.

**Stand C11**

**Agidens**  
www.agidens.com  
Agidens has been providing reliable process and automation solutions for over 50 years. From terminal management systems to automated safety solutions, tank gauging and process control systems. It strives for flexible solutions that increase efficiency and at the same time ensure that terminals are fully compliant.

**Stand N1**

**AMMtech**  
www.amm-tech.it/en  
AMMtech has asserted itself on the international market, becoming a leader manufacturer of damper valves for engineering companies, power plants, dedusting, renewables, combustion, boilers and cogeneration.

**Stand C25**

**Aquacycl**  
www.aquacycl.com  
Aquacycl was founded in 2016 with a goal of creating distributed wastewater treatment to address water scarcity and lack of infrastructure in low-income countries. Aquacycl started in sanitation and its journey has led it to a deeper understanding of wastewater challenges across many industries.

**Stand G25**

**ARI-Armaturen**  
www.ari-armaturen.com  
ARI-Armaturen is a worldwide successful operating producer of industrial heavy valves for industry and HVAC. Whether the client needs control valves, manual shut-off valves, safety valves or steam traps, pressure reducing valves or electric and pneumatic actuators: ARI customers take benefit from a perfect system of product solutions.

**Stand E18**

**Arma Tankbouw**  
www.armatankbouw.nl  
Arma Tankbouw specialises in designing, building, maintaining and repairing vertical carbon steel storage tanks and tank foundations. Depending on customer desires Arma Tankbouw builds storage tanks on-site or delivers them ready-constructed.

**Stand N25**

**Assai Software Services B.V**  
www.assai-software.com  
Over its 30+ year history, Assai has grown from a local IT company to a worldwide vendor of our document control and management solution, with a global network of offices, distributors and agents. With its roots in the oil and gas sector, Assai has expanded into other complex industries such as transport, mining and utilities.

**Stand J13**

**AUMA Riester Gmbh & Co. KG**  
www.auma.nl  
AUMA is one of the leading manufacturers of electric actuators, actuator controls and gearboxes for industrial valves. The company has more than 50 years experience in valve automation. AUMA offers wide ranges of electric part-turn and multi-turn actuators. Commissioning, maintenance services and spare part can be offered worldwide.

**Stand E3**

**AxFlow B.V**  
www.axflow.nl  
AxFlow is Europe’s leading sales, engineering and service organisation specialised in selling high quality pumps, dosing equipment, mixing solutions and complete engineered systems. AxFlow is an official representative of, among others, plenty side entry mixers, lightning top entry mixers, Johnson Pump centrifugal pumps, Bran+Luebbe metering pumps and Viking gear pumps.

**Stand F13**

**Belven Nv**  
www.belven.be/en  
Specialised in tank protection and valves for chemical tank storage, Belven NV has been a reliable partner for the past 50 years and will be for many years to come. Belven, inva...
Exhibitor profiles.

**BÈTA industrie**
www.beta-industrie.com
BÈTA Industrie is an independent, innovative and professional partner in industrial filters. With its years of experience in widely varying branches of the process industry, it can deliver advice tailored to the client's application. BÈTA Industrie makes the difference by providing clever and innovative solutions that the client hadn't considered before.

**BlackWolf Technologies Inc**
www.blackwolfinspection.com
BlackWolf has brought together industry leaders in the fields of mathematics, engineering and API inspection to create software that has revolutionised the tank inspection space. Its mission comes from understanding that 3D laser scanning is the future of the API Inspection industry for tank inspections, asset modeling and as-built drawings.

**Borsig**
www.borsig.de/en
BORSIG Membrane Technology GmbH offers modern, intelligent solutions for new and existing processes. Its membranes, membrane modules and membrane systems ensure safe plant operation and enable maximum efficiency and optimum economic benefits in the following applications: emission control, product recovery, gas separation and liquid separation.

**Bray Controls Benelux**
www.bray.com
With over 30 years of continued success and global operations in over 40 countries, Bray is one of the premier manufacturers of flow control and automation products and accessories in the world. To pursue growth through improved and expanded high-quality product offerings, always strive to exceed its customers' expectations, manage its business with integrity, and treat its team members with care and respect.

**BS&B Safety Systems**
www.bsbsystems.com
BS&B FlameSaf Limited manufactures flame arresters (flame arresters) detonation arresters and pressure/vacuum vents to protect industrial plants and personnel from explosion and fire propagation.

**Carbis Loadtec & Sam**
**Carbis Solutions Group**
www.carbisloadtec.com
Specialising in packaged solutions, Carbis Loadtec combine high quality manufacturing with the widest available portfolio giving customers assurance of quality and integrity. The team have many years' experience and is renowned for their product knowledge, personal service and responsiveness. Long-term safety solutions in tandem with the right product or service.

**Cashco**
www.cashco.com
Cashco is a leading manufacturer of industrial control products, including control valves, regulators, pressure/vacuum relief vents, and flame and detonation arrestors. Cashco equipment is used in various industries including chemical, terminal storage, oil & gas, electronics, food and pharmaceutical.

**CIRCOR**
www.circor.com
CIRCOR International is one of the world's leading providers for mission critical control products and services for the industrial and aerospace and defense markets. The company delivers pump and valve systems and custom engineering and design services, designed to address the most mission-critical and severe-service applications.

**CLA-VAL Europe**
www.cla-val.ch
Cla-Val offers turnkey solutions for terminals, bulk storages and airports, including a complete range of fuel system control valves and ground fuelling equipment. In fuelling systems, each of its fuelling control valves performs a unique function in the system including flow limiting, surge protection, fuel shut-off, level control, back pressure control, pressure reducing.

**Concrete Canvas Ltd**
www.concretecanvas.com
Concrete Canvas (CC) manufactures a new class of materials, which are flexible, concrete-filled geotextiles that harden on hydration to form thin, durable and waterproof concrete layers. Essentially, it's concrete on a roll. Manufactured in the UK and exported to over 80 countries, applications include erosion control, weed suppression and containment.
Contrec
www.contrec.co.uk
Contrec is a manufacturer of accurate, high quality flow instrumentation. Accredited to ISO 9001:2015 with ATEX, CSA and IECEx approvals, it supplies engineering solutions for tanker loading and unloading, rail and barge loading, additive injection, fuel blending, IBC filling, bunkering and gate access systems c/w DataMod report software.

Cool Sorption
www.coolsorption.com
Cool Sorption A/S is a major supplier of Vapour Recovery Units (VRU) and systems. Cool Sorption enjoys a complete product portfolio, which ranges from small compact units to the industry’s most complex systems, making it a recognised technology provider worldwide.

Cost Engineering Consultancy
www.costmanagement.eu
For 25 years, Cost Engineering Consultancy has been committed to ensuring that our clients complete shutdowns, turnarounds, and projects within time and budget. The integrated approach Cost Engineering Consultancy apply across its software Cleopatra Enterprise and solutions helps organisations execute more predictable turnarounds, improve project performance and stay ahead of the competition.

Cspect
www.cspect.com/en
Cspect is an engineering company based in the Port of Zeebrugge using ‘Remote Inspection Techniques’ to inspect your assets. Cspect eliminates the use of divers for inspections below water and the use of staging, cranes, ladders, rope access or cherry pickers for close-up inspections and thickness measurements at height or depth.

CTS Netherlands B.V
www.cts.global
CTS Netherlands BV is a leading storage tank supply partner with a global presence. Manufacturing and distributing amongst others aluminium domes, internal floating roofs, tank seals and drain systems.

Dantec
www.dantec.com
Dantec, a world leader in composite hose technology, exports products from its UK based factory to over 80 countries worldwide. The company is committed to innovation, minimising environmental damage and above all else, safety and efficiency.

DCM EMBA Metering & Control
www.dcmamba.eu/en
DCM EMBA offers technical total-solutions related to fluid and gas streams for its customers in for instance the oil, gas and chemical industry for whom measuring, knowledge and uptime are high priority.

DirecTank Environmental Products
www.directank.com
DirecTank Environmental Products, along with its strategic partners Charter Industrial Supply and World Link Industry, provides products and solutions for AST emissions control and reduction, including rim seals, aluminum internal floating roofs, GRE floating roofs, flexible drain hoses and joints, gauge pole covers and leg socks, and other ancillary products.

Dr. STHAMER
www.sthamer.com
Non-fluorinated firefighting foams from Dr.STHAMER comply with the latest European environmental regulations and hold internationally accepted listings and certifications.

Eco-Valves
www.eco-valves.com
Eco-Valves Ltd., based in the north of Israel, designs and manufactures automatic, ecological, water-draining solutions for hydrocarbon storage tanks. For more than 20 years its T00/TOR Separation Valves have been installed in major oil companies worldwide. Dr. STHAMER products are custom-made according to customers’ specific needs, sustainable, user-friendly, efficient, and innovative.

Eddyfi Technologies
www.eddyfitechnologies.com
With the most advanced NDT technologies in the world, Eddyfi Technologies is helping OEMs, asset owners, and service companies enhance productivity, save lives, and protect the environment.
EKATO Mixing Technology
www.ekato.com
EKATO has a special range of agitators for large oil storage tanks. These agitators type ES are designed and ‘Made in Germany’ considering the needs and requirements of the Petrochemical Industry. Oil keeps the world moving and EKATO keeps the oil moving.

Elmac Technologies
www.elmactechnologies.com
Elmac Technologies has developed an enviable, global reputation for the design and manufacture of process critical safety products. Its world-renowned flame arresters and pressure protection equipment are utilised by OEMs, operators and energy professionals in a range of sectors including oil and gas, petrochemicals, biofuels, pharmaceuticals, power generation and distilleries.

ELSONT Tankservice GmbH
www.elsont.com
For more than 30 years, ELSONT’s specialised range of equipment is being installed in refineries worldwide. ELSONT is ISO 9001:2000, SCC** and EN1090 certified, and all products are manufactured to strict quality standards. Its portfolio includes dome roofs, IFRs, seal and drain systems, skimmers, FFL, and other tank equipment.

Emerson
www.emerson.com
FETSA SUPPLIER MEMBER
Emerson is one of the major providers of process automation systems, instrumentation, valves and services for storage and bulk liquid terminal facilities around the world. The latest combined terminal solutions from Emerson, ranging from field instruments to control and management systems will be on display at the show.

ENDEGS B.V
www.endegs.com
FETSA SUPPLIER MEMBER
ENDEGS is the expert for mobile and ecological VOC & HAP combustion in Europe. It offers technologically unique solutions for the time and cost-efficient combustion of gases, gas mixtures and vapors in explosion groups IIA, IIB and IIC.

Endress + Hauser
www.pcm.endress.com
Endress + Hauser inventory management solutions help companies to reduce inventory costs, improve customer satisfaction and increase productivity.

Enmac OY
www.enmac.fi
Design services and turnkey solutions for industrial needs. Enmac is a dynamic and innovative specialist company focused on industrial expert services, project management and turnkey system deliveries.

EPS European Pump Sales and Services
www.epsbv.com
EPS offers the most efficient pump solutions. Sales, support and service: that’s what EPS delivers. EPS do what it promises, and delivering quality all over the globe is the most important part of that. EPS is exclusive distributor in the BENELUX of Bornemann, Goulds and Apollo.

ERIKS Nederland
www.eriks.nl
ERIKS is a specialised industrial service provider with a wide range of high-quality mechanical engineering components, supported by know how and supply chain services. ERIKS offer a professional approach to sales and services, specialised to deal with project and MRO supplies. It aims to take care of our customers, especially related to tank terminals, multi-product manifolds, metering stations, aviation and marine fueling stations.
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**Stand E21**

**EWFM**
www.ewfm.co.uk
EWFM supplies high-quality engineering products designed for the safe transfer of liquids, gases, and other media. Since 1999, EWFM has supplied swivel joints, loading arms, and storage tank equipment to industries such as oil and gas, onshore and offshore, and chemical, just to name a few.

**Stand J25**

**Flotech Performance Systems**
www.flotechps.com
Flotech Performance Systems Limited provides engineered products, solutions and services for the storage, transfer and distribution of industrial liquids and gases.

**Stand M27**

**Fort Vale**
www.fortvale.com
Fort Vale has embedded culture of quality, design excellence and safety. It understands the relentless service required in the road loading terminal environment. Its products are robust, reliable and have been extensively tested in excess of industry requirements to ensure that its are hard working, long lasting and low maintenance.

**Stand I26**

**Fristam Pumpen Schaumburg GmbH**
www.fristam.de
Throughout the world Fristam is recognised as a manufacturer of stainless-steel pumps of the highest quality. Adhering to the strictest standards, it develops completely reliable solutions, perfectly adapted to each company’s specific applications – made to measure and specifically tailored to their system.

**Stand E5**

**Gerotto Federico S.r.l.**
www.gerotto.it
Gerotto Federico S.r.l. is active throughout Italy in the sale and rental of Suction Excavators and Mini Robot Excavators. Reliability and experience are the main characteristics that brought Gerotto to become the only distributor in Italy for the Suction Excavators made by the German company RSP GmbH, and the first company in Italy to use this technology.

**Stand F9**

**Gizil GmbH**
www.gizilenerji.com.tr
The Gizil team has four core focus areas as of today: engineering, construction, digitalisation, and power solutions. Gizil aims to be a one-stop-shop solution provider by integrating construction and engineering with digital solutions.

**Stand M5**

**Gpi Tanks**
www.gpi-tanks.com
Gpi Tanks provides expertise in the engineering, construction and installation of custom stainless steel storage and process tanks. It is an experienced sparring partner that works closely with its clients. Gpi Tanks thinks proactively to ensure that its tanks meet the client’s requirements and contribute optimally to processes. In every phase of a project, Gpi Tanks’ experts distinguish themselves with its commitment, innovation and expertise.

**Stand H1**

**HERMETIC-Pumpen GmbH**
www.hermetic-pumpen.com
HERMETIC-Pumpen GmbH is one of the world’s leading developers and manufacturers of hermetic pump technologies. As a specialist for centrifugal canned motor pumps, it has made a name for themselves worldwide with safe and durable pumps – for the most extreme areas of application and the most dangerous pumped media.

**Stand I13**

**HMT Tank Systems**
www.hmttank.com
HMT’s full range of services includes design, construction, maintenance, inspection and repairs of aboveground storage tanks. HMT’s products are engineered to provide significant benefits to its customers in the form of increased working capacity, reduced heel, improved tank safety, increased life span, reduced emissions and reduced maintenance.

**Stand N13**

**Honeywell Networking Hive**
www.honeywell.com
FETSA SUPPLIER MEMBER
Honeywell Process Solutions (HPS) helps industrial customers around the world operate safe, reliable, efficient, sustainable, and more profitable facilities through leading technologies, digitalisation, and comprehensive lifecycle services.

**Stand N22**

**HUVRdata**
www.huvrdata.com
HUVR believes that the industrial asset inspection paradigm is broken. It delivers a simple to use, purpose-built asset integrity management platform that transforms the way workflow data is collected, managed, and monetised, making their clients’ operations safer, cleaner and more profitable.
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Stand D3

HyBird
www.hybirdtech.com
HyBird’s cybersecure cloud-based platform, Clarity, is a next generation single-source-of-truth for operating & maintaining oil and gas terminals. It unifies traditionally siloed data, maximising both operational efficiency and safety standards across the organisation. Through its intuitive web, tablet, and mobile interfaces, executives, managers, and engineers can now collaborate instantly in-field and remotely overseas.

Stand G20

Hytrans Systems
www.hytrans.com
Hytrans develops, manufactures and supplies mobile water transport units with hydraulically driven submersible pumps since 1988. During the last 35 years Hytrans has supplied over 1350 HydroSub units worldwide. Quality, proven performance and innovation are the key words that contributed to the success of the mobile water transport equipment of Hytrans.

Stand G9

IBMO Sealing Systems B.V
www.ibmo.nl
IBMO is specialised in fire resistant, gas and watertight sealing systems. If a situation occurs whereby cables or pipes cross through a bulkhead/wall or deck/floor situation, IBMO has the solutions to make the penetration fire-resistant, chemical resistant, gas and watertight. It has 3-in-1 seal solutions for bund wall penetrations, the seals fully confirm against all PGS 29 requirements.

Stand A10

ILTA
www.ilda.org
The International Liquid Terminals Association (ILTA) is an advocate and key resource for the liquid terminal industry. ILTA advocates on behalf of the liquid terminal industry in Congress and at the federal agencies. ILTA also maintains close working relationships with other organisations that interact with the tank storage industry.

Stand M1

Implico Group
www.implico.com
Implico Group keeps the world moving by fueling it with data. It offers solutions and services to digitise the supply chains of the bulk industry. Going beyond digitalisation, Implico enables downstream companies to embrace new forms of collaboration. To harness the power of the cloud. To communicate barrier-free within its networks.

Stand E11

InnoVfoam
www.innovfoam.com
InnoVfoam can assist in the design and installation of extinguishing foam systems and extinguishing monitors. It has forged a unique position within Europe’s fire protection market. InnoVfoam act as an “all-round” partner for end users, contractors and consultants in the petrochemical, offshore, aviation, logistics, shipping and waste recycling sectors.

Stand I28

Insights Global
www.insights-global.com
Insights Global is an independent market research company specialised in international petroleum and petrochemical industries. It offers market data, market analysis reports, consultancy and training services to its customers to support their commercial decision making.

Stand A9

IPCM Corrosion Protection Magazine
www.ipcm.it/en
The ipcm suite of magazines was created to meet the need of both end-users and manufacturers within the surface treatments industry for an international platform to provide technological and product information covering all aspects of the industry and to give companies the widest visibility possible on the global market.

Stand A5

iSensPro
www.isenspro.com
iSensPro is a company developing and commercialising solutions to monitor conditions in and under insulated assets. Its ATEX-sensor technology is non-intrusive and easy to install on existing and new installations. It improves risk-based inspection and predictive maintenance schemes extending lifetime of assets and reducing costs.

Stand G17

Ivens
www.ivens-cb.be
FETSA SUPPLIER MEMBER
As one of the leading storage tank suppliers in Europe, Ivens can assist companies in the different stages of their project. Whether it is a feasibility or detailed design of a complete new terminal Ivens is highly recommended in the complete engineering and execution phase.
J. de Jonge Group B.V
www.jdejonge.com
J. de Jonge Group B.V is a new brand which focuses on control, electrifying, solar powering and automating loading systems, showing the latest innovations on tank jacking, LNG and its vision on hydrogen loading arms.

JOTUN
www.jotun.com
FETSA SUPPLIER MEMBER
With a presence in over 100 countries on all continents, Jotun is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of paints and coatings. Jotun delivers industry-leading corrosion and fire protection alongside high-temperature and chemical-resistant coatings, securing the optimal performance & safety of critical assets.

JSF aluroofs®
www.aluroofs.com
JSF aluroofs is an engineering specialist in the design, fabrication and supply of aluminum structures. Over 25 years it has supplied aluminum domes worldwide in different applications, water, wastewater and oil industry. JSF aluroofs produce under the high quality standards, ISO 9001, CE mark, UKCA marking. Its domes are designed with the most prestigious standards, API, EUROCODE, AWWA, NBCC, AS/NZS, ADM, etc.

KOKS
www.kokrobotics.com
KOKS Robotics is market leader and manufacturer of innovative no-man-entry tank maintenance robots for ATEX zone 0. It offer robots for safer and faster turnaround maintenance and cleaning of above-ground hazardous tanks by using innovative and state of the art robotic no-man-entry industrial tank maintenance systems.

KTN Belgium
www.ktnbelgium.com
KTN Belgium NV is a highly specialised service provider in advanced NDT. Its company provides services both for advanced and conventional NDT as well as inspection services specifically for oil and gas industry companies.

KZU AD
www.kzu-bs.com/en
KZU Burgas Ltd. is a Bulgarian company established in 1995. The main activity of the company is engineering, design, construction, repair and maintenance of tanks for the oil and chemical industry and energy; manufacture of pressure vessels, pipelines, metal structures; installation of machines and equipment, etc.

L&J Technologies
www.ljtechnologies.com
The L&J Technologies family of companies manufactures equipment specialising in the monitoring, management and control of bulk products. L&J provides quality products for the petroleum, petrochemical, chemical, food, pharmaceutical, pipeline, wastewater, steel and waste treatment industries.

Leistritz Pump Technology
www.leistritz.com
Leistritz screw pumps are at the heart of a wide variety of applications and processes, and can be used in virtually all industry sectors. Modern quality and environmental management systems, the latest development tools and perfection in production engineering ensure our high quality standards.

Lightning Eliminators & Consultants, Inc.
www.lightningprotection.com
LEC specialises in solving lightning-related problems and eliminating lightning-related risk. LEC designs, manufactures and installs products that will improve a facility’s reliability and safety. Its primary product being promoted at StocExpo is the Retractable Grounding Assembly (RGA), which is a bonding device made for floating roof storage tanks.
Linde Engineering
www.linde-engineering.com
Building on its vast and unique experience, Linde has been developing and optimising gas processing, separation and liquefaction technologies for 140 years. Through trusted, lasting business relationships, we collaborate closely with customers the world over to develop tailored solutions that maximise plant lifecycle productivity, efficiency and service life.

M+F Technologies GmbH
www.m-f.tech
M+F Technologies offers an outstanding expertise in the handling of liquid products. As an experienced specialist, it takes care of all tasks linked to the automation, digitalisation, and management of tank farms, tank terminals and fuel supply systems. Since 2014, M+F Technologies GmbH is member of the J.H.K. Group.

Mascoat
www.mascoat.com
Mascoat is the global leader in thermal insulating coatings. Its coatings are uniquely engineered and manufactured in-house to fulfill market-specific needs, enhance energy retention, better process control, eliminate CUI and direct inspectability for better maintenance control on tanks.

MFE Enterprises
www.mfe-is.com
MFE Enterprises manufactures NDT and MFL inspection equipment for both storage tank and pipeline applications. MFE designs equipment for fast and accurate inspections of plant assets with cutting edge, lightweight equipment such as the 65 lb Mark IV Tank Floor Scanner and 61 lb MFE Edge.

Mistras Group
www.mistrasgroup.nl
MISTRAS provides a robust portfolio of traditional NDT & DT techniques and advanced NDT techniques to inspect for corrosion, cracking, fatigue, flaws, leaks, and other problems our clients routinely run into. Its inspection services are geared toward maximising a facility's safety and productivity.

MRC Global
www.mrcglobal.com
MRC Global is the largest distributor of pipe, valves and fittings (PVF) and related infrastructure products and services to the energy industry, based on sales.

Mueller
www.muellerwp.com
Mueller has an extensive and comprehensive range of fire protection products, including OS&Y, NRS & PIV gate valves, indicator posts, dry & wet barrel fire hydrants, check, butterfly, air and control valves. The range is UL listed and FM approved and is used in fire protection systems around the world.

NDT Global Services Ltd
www.ndtgsl.co.uk
NDT Global Services Limited is a specialist non-destructive testing and inspection company operating nationally and globally, providing innovative engineering and services for a multitude of industries including oil, gas, chemical and offshore.

Nedelko B.V
www.nedelko.nl
For over 65 years Nedelo is the trusted partner and supplier of electrotechnical materials, (intelligent) LED lighting and energy- and safety solutions. With more than 100 employees and establishments in the Netherlands, Belgium, Czech Republic and Germany, it supplies the European (electro) technical market of the best products.

Newson Gale
www.newson-gale.com
For over 40 years, Newson Gale has been leading the way in hazardous area static grounding control, serving industries where processes generating static electricity have the potential to ignite flammable or combustible atmospheres.

Nordweld
www.intertlc.co.uk
Nordweld Tank Building System is a ground-breaking onsite system designed for the erection of large above ground atmospheric and pressured tanks, which enables the construction of tanks with a diameter of 8 to 50 meters and a weight up to 700 tons.

NovaFlex Group
www.novaflex.com
The NovaFlex Group is a privately held company committed to continuous advancement in hose and connector solutions through innovation & design excellence. It offers a broad range of industrial rubber and composite hose along with connection and ducting solutions serving the petrochemical, and associated industries.
Exhibitor profiles.

**Stand C9**

**OCV - Aquestia**  
www.aquestia.com
OCV, an Aquestia brand, is a global leader in the control valve industry. OCV valves can be found in some capacity in nearly every country in the world.

**Stand C38**

**Officine Meccaniche Cavourresi**  
www.omcavourresi.it
Officine Meccaniche Cavourresi is an Italian family-owned company operating in liquid transfer technologies. Its land loading arms and swivel joints are used in several applications such as hydrocarbon and chemical production, petrochemical storage, LPG and liquid gas distribution. Since 1965, its products have been conceived, engineered and made in Italy.

**Stand C28**

**Omni Valve**  
www.omnivalve.com
Omni Valve is a leading provider of valve solutions used in the exploration, production and distribution of crude oil, natural gas and other hydrocarbons. Omni offers a full range of valve sizes and configurations within each of its core product lines and has both international and local manufacturing capabilities to respond to its customers’ short and long-term procurement needs.

**Stand E20**

**OMV-INDOIL d.o.o.**  
www.omv-indoil.hr
As of January 2021, OMV-INDOIL is a member of the AVK Group; AVK is a global leader in the production of valves and hydrants. With this position, AVK is known and known for its high quality and extensive service. AVK has more than 100 efficient companies, 4,000 employees and six other affiliated industrial companies and operates in more than 86 countries.

**Stand I25**

**Owens Corning FOAMGLAS® insulation**  
www.owenscorning.com
Owens Corning FOAMGLAS insulation is a global leader in high-performance insulation solutions for storage tanks. Its insulation systems provide the necessary compressive strength and help with process control, cost and energy savings, carbon emission reduction, fire safety and corrosion protection. Owens Corning FOAMGLAS offers solutions for tank base, wall and roof applications.

**Stand N2**

**P&ID B.V**  
www.pandid.nl
Since its establishment in 1998 P&ID has served the market with the following instrumentation: mechanical-, elektromechanisch-, pneumatic, electro-pneumatically and electronic measuring and control equipment for pressure, temperature, level and flow applications. P&ID is a streamlined and efficient trading company in daily management and long-term programming.

**Stand L28**

**Palladian Publications Limited**  
www.palladian-publications.com
Palladian Publications is a privately owned business headquartered in Farnham, Surrey, UK. A leader in its field, the company specialises in the publication of high quality business to business magazines for professional readers within the global energy and construction materials sectors.

**Stand D29**

**PARESA**  
www.paresa.it
PARESA was established in 1978 with prefabrication activities, repairing works and erection of storage facilities in Italy. Nowadays, PARESA provides integrated services, from feasibility studies to turn-key projects execution, and is specialised in design, manufacture, and erection of storage solutions and in liquefied gases handling for energy and petrochemical industries.

**Stand B21**

**Permali Wallace Pvt Ltd**  
www.permaliwallace.com
Permali Wallace is a manufacturer of polymeric composites and insulations materials for a wide range of engineering applications in existence since 1961.

**Stand B17**

**PPG Coatings Europe**  
www.ppg.com
PPG Coatings Europe’s coatings provide unrivalled performance for asset owners, contractors, fabricators and applicators across the globe, helping its customers meet the challenges they face today and tomorrow.
PROTEGO®
www.protego.com
FETSA SUPPLIER MEMBER
Since 1954, PROTEGO has built and provided flame arresters, valves and tank equipment, now with the help of more than 600 employees worldwide. It is the the technology leader within our area of expertise. It provides global services for its customers which include research and development, application-specific engineering, overall protection system design and safety awareness training.

Re-Gen Robotics
www.regenrobotics.com
Re-Gen Robotics is the first Zone 0, EX certified, remote controlled, 100% 'No Man Entry' robotic tank cleaning company, providing solutions to a range of companies across the UK, Europe, and the rest of the world.

Reynolds Training Services
www.reynoldstraining.com
Reynolds Training is a leading providers in training development and delivery, competency assessment and management within the bulk liquid operations sector. This is supported by its online competence management system CALM-cloud and fully emulated tank farm and process operations environment at the National Centre for Process and Manufacturing.

R-Taso OY
www.r-taso.fi
R-taso's straightforward service concept makes the procurement process of walkway solutions easy for clients. It provides each client with a complete solution for walkways that combines its high-quality design concept with its high-quality, highly developed products. R-Taso works alongside clients from design to installation.

SATAM metering
www.satam.eu
SATAM, a company with 100 years’ experience, offers clients a large line of products and solutions for all custody approved liquid transfer operations, a wide range of services, site survey (basic engineering), installation, commissioning, metroligical appraisals and through a global network of certified partners local solutions for lifetime support.

Saval
www.somatisystems.com
Tank terminals are characterised by storage of large volumes of highly flammable substances. An incident results in an unmanageable situation, unless effective fire protection measures are in place. Saval's specialists have specific knowledge of the sector and will be pleased to share ideas on the best solution for any situation.

Scanjet & Kleensafe
www.scanjet.se
Scanjet & Kleensafe team up this year to show StocExpo the latest in tank cleaning equipment and crude oil washing systems. Need a tank cleaned. Go say hello.

ScoutDI
www.scoutdi.com
ScoutDI offers a fully digitalised drone system for safe no-man-entry inspection of industrial confined spaces. For example, bulk liquid storage tanks, cargo holds and silos. The Scout137 is an indoor inspection drone making visual inspections safer and more efficient. In 2023 it will be the first to add location-tagged UTM.

Scully Signal Company
www.scully.com
Scully Signal Company is the global leader in fail-safe electronic overfill prevention, ground verification and vehicle identification technology of volatile and hazardous liquid transfer. Its liquid product handling systems are designed for transport, storage and fuelling operations to ensure maximum safety and efficiency.

Security & Electronic Technologies GmbH
www.secu-tech.at
SECU-TECH was founded in 2004 by Dagmar Höckner-Schallmeiner and is a global supplier of systems and solutions for the safe and efficient handling of products, mainly for the petroleum, chemical and petrochemical industries. Some products and solutions of today's product range were developed before the company was founded and have been successfully in use since 1995.

SENSOTOP
www.sensotop.com
SENSOTOP has developed innovative solutions in the field of the integrity of tank farm assets, with floating roof monitoring rim seal fire detection, automatic tank dewatering, oil spill detection, and leak detection. SENSOTOP offers solutions in various leak detection systems for pipeline projects and tank farms.
Exhibitor profiles.

Stand B22

Shenzhen Clear Lighting Co., Ltd
www.clearlighting.com
The core values of Clear Lighting are Hearts and Crafts. “Hearts” reflects its desire to listen and help its customers to achieve their business goals. “Crafts” signifies its dedication to technical innovation and perfection.

Stand C23

Shenzhen Mevas New Material Alliance Co., Ltd
www.szmevas.com
Shenzhen Mevas New Material Alliance Co., Ltd. is a decorative material enterprise which specialised in producing colour coated aluminium coil with different patterns, aluminium sheet, aluminium composite panel, aluminium solid panel for architectural wall cladding & facade. It has the most advanced full automatic production lines, and the richest patterns in wooden and stone colours.

Stand H7

Sherwin-Williams
www.sherwin-williams.com
With over 150 years of experience in the coating industry, Sherwin-Williams has a proven track record of delivering high-performance coatings and linings that deliver long-lasting asset protection. With its protective coatings customers can benefit from long-lasting asset protection that requires minimal maintenance.

Stand I7

Siemens
www.siemens.com
FETSA SUPPLIER MEMBER
The better a terminal's operations can keep up with changing demands, the more it can stay ahead. Whether it's complying with regulations, safely transferring valuable substances or securing logistical flows, gain the flexibility needed to overcome every challenge.

Stand J7

Silea Liquid Transfer - Avery Hardoll
www.silea.it
Silea was born in 1968, sensing the future development of the oil sector, both in the distribution and in the transfer of products. Located in the district of Bologna, in Ozzano dell'Emilia, over the years, the company specialised in the transfer of hydrocarbons, producing loading and unloading arms, floating suctions, pumps, folding stairs for tank trucks, etc.

Stand N24

Smartflow
www.smartflowapps.com
Smartflow is a SaaS solution used to digitalise inspections and checklists. Field workers use Smartflow to efficiently execute workflows and capture data that can be shared throughout the company or with partners in real time. Smartflow also offers off-the-shelf solutions like ISGOTT & other ship-shore documents.

Pod C

Square Robot
www.squarerobots.com
Square Robot provides robotic technology to perform in-service API 653 inspections for aboveground storage tanks. Combining advancements in robotics with proprietary data acquisition and analysis provides a complete view of the tank's health. The primary benefit to robotic inspection is the tanks remain in-service and available.

Stand B5

Stäubli Benelux
www.staubli.com
As one of the leading manufacturers of quick connector systems, Stäubli covers connection needs for all types of fluids, gases and electrical power. Its standard and customised products, including quick and dry disconnect couplings, multiconnection solutions, safety break-away couplings, tool changers and quick mold change systems, combine performance, quality, safety, dependability and durability.

Stand J29

STB GmBH
www.stb-mechanical-seal.com
Market leader in the sealing technology industry, STG GmbH manufacture all that has to do with sealing technology, whether it's mechanical seals or seal supply systems. Its goal is to support customers with individual solutions and to bring all arising problems to a positive result.

Stand D30

Storage Terminals Magazine
www.storageterminalsmag.com
Storage Terminals Magazine has been providing first-class coverage of the global bulk liquids terminal industry for 11 years now. Since the magazine's launch it has consistently provided timely, well-written and valuable editorial to its global readership of tank terminal executives.
SVT GmbH
www.svt-gmbh.com
SVT GmbH is leading manufacturer of loading systems for liquid and gaseous products. SVT’s reputation as a reliable and innovative partner for its customers is based on more than 50 years of experience in design, manufacturing and maintenance, as well as its thousands of loading systems currently installed around the world.

Tank Storage Magazine
www.tankstoragemag.com
TSM is the world’s leading publication dedicated to the bulk liquid storage industry and the official magazine for StocExpo and all key tank storage events globally. It is read by terminal managers, senior engineers, logistics/distribution managers and CEOs within oil, gas and petrochemical facilities as well as third party terminal operators and oil trading companies.

TA Roloff GmbH
www.ta-roloff.com
Electric actuators for industrial valves. TA Roloff GmbH of Hamburg/Germany is a privately owned company established in 1961. It is dedicated to development, production, sales and service of electric actuators providing cutting-edge expertise to meet customer demands for shut-off, control, failsafe springreturn, ATEX/IECEx, submersible IP 68, SIL.

TECAM
www.tecamgroup.com
Tecam is an environmental technology company focused on the development of customised solutions for vent gas emissions treatment and vapour recovery for the tank storage sector. Tecam designs, manufactures and installs customised projects aimed at minimising the environmental footprint generated during gas venting in the bulk liquid storage sector.

Techflow Marine Ltd
www.techflowmarine.com
Techflow Marine is a global supplier of fluid transfer systems, with products that consist of QuayReel loading and unloading, bow loading, tandem mooring and offloading, and LNG systems, hose and valves and hose loading stations. To complement these products, it offers complete integrated systems, incorporating advanced power, control and monitored systems.

Technip Energies
www.genesisenergies.com
Genesis is a market-leading consulting company focused on providing high-value advisory services for the energy industry. As trusted advisors committed to a sustainable future, it has extensive experience working in true partnership with its clients while providing innovative, robust and sustainable solutions.

Technodyne International Ltd
www.technodyne.com
Technodyne is a global leading designer of storage tanks for refrigerated liquefied gases including LNG, ammonia, ethane, ethylene, propane, LPG, etc. Established in 1997, Technodyne has over 25 years of experience in the storage industry and can provide consulting as well as design services.

Terra Inspectioneering B.V
www.terra-inspectioneering.com
Terra Inspectioneering executes inspections with drones in industrial confined spaces. Terra offers a patented UT thickness drone technology. Its services also include visual and thermal inspections. Inspection data is shared via a cloud-based 3D digital twin. Its inspection reports are conformant to standards like API-653 and EEMUA-159.

Thread
www.thread.one
Thread is a suite of tools that empower users to programatically capture knowledge into consistent and replicable plans. Any visual inspection activity being performed by a pilot in GPS accessible locations today can be automated through Airtonomy.

TIMM Technology GmbH
www.timm-technology.de
TIMM Technology GmbH is a leading developer and manufacturer of high-quality safety technology 'Made in Germany' for the field of intelligent explosion protection and the new renewable energies division. Since 1963, its products have guaranteed maximum safety for people, the environment and operating facilities.

TOPTECH SYSTEMS
www.toptech.com
Toptech Systems is a global industry leader in automation and data management services. All of its products are designed in-house allowing it to provide excellent customer service to its clients at all levels of the supply chain. In addition to its 24/7 customer service teams, it has outstanding local service providers all over the world to provide its customers with right-on-time solutions.
Total Control Systems Europe (TCSE)
www.tcsmeters.com
Total Control Systems believes in supporting its customers, not only today, but well into the future. That's why it has significant investments in R&D, facilities, and quality control. Meters are designed and created using sound engineering principles, automated test cells, and state-of-the-art equipment by a team with decades of hands-on experience.

Trapil
www.trapil.com
Trapil is a pipelines operator and represents in total 4,700 kilometers of main lines, 850,000 cubic meters of tank farms, 160 pumping and delivery facilities. Also specialised in industrial software, both for the tank farms and pipelines and with depot automation, dispatching, truck loading, operations planning system, depot accounting, and leak detection.

Trisoplast Mineral Liners
www.trisoplast.com
Trisoplast is the material of choice for liquid-tight layers e.g. tank pits, because of its quality and simplicity properties. It creates strong, cohesive gel structures with considerably better isolating properties than traditional mineral liner materials. This prevents pollutants from leaking out into the soil or the water.

Unique Lights Nederland B.V
www.uniquelights.com
Unique Lights Group is a professional and international organisation specialising in premium quality industrial and explosion proof (ATEX/IECEx) LED lighting.

URTIM Formwork & Scaffolding Systems
www.urtim.com/en
URTIM is a highly distinguished global company well-known for formwork and scaffolding solutions. For nearly 40 years they have successfully completed more than 4000 projects in 54 countries. Founded as a family-owned company in 1980, in Istanbul, their ambition is to create high-end products with their superiorly proficient R&D in engineering and state-of-the-art robotic production technology.

VACONO
www.vacono.com
German Quality Worldwide VACONODECK is an internal floating cover for fixed roof tanks that will reduce significantly vapour losses from storage tanks. VACONODOME is a free span aluminium dome roof for fixed roof tanks to reduce the influence of weather and temperature.

VALIS ET
www.valis-etech.com
Valis Environmental Technologies is a major designer of industrial plants in oil & gas, energy and chemical sectors. It has more than 30 years experience in design, manufacturing, commissioning and service of Vapour Recovery Units (VRU). Its plants are located all over the world with an highly effective remote control.

Varec
www.varec.com
Today, the Varec team is nearly 200 employees strong and is comprised of product development, manufacturing, product management, sales and business development, customer service, systems integration, deployment, and program management, other business support functions.

Vimal Fire Controls
www.vimalfire.com
Vimal Fire is one of largest fire safety companies in India having a global presence committed to providing cutting-edge technologies and innovative solutions to save lives, assets, businesses and products worth of billions of dollars.

Voliro
www.voliro.com
Voliro's story started at the Autonomous Systems Lab (ASL) at ETH Zurich as a project to develop an omnidirectional flying inspection robot. Its co-founders, Mina Kamel and Timo Müller invented the Voliro technology. Anurag Vempati, Marius Fehr, and Thomas Schneider completed the founding team by bringing in the skills to make robots fully autonomous and years of experience from Disney Research, and Google.
Find out more > stocexpo.com

Exhibitor profiles.

Stand I17
Walter Tosto - Maraldi
www.waltertosto.it
Headquartered in Italy, Walter Tosto is a company of the Tosto Group – seven companies, over 1200 employees and a consolidated turnover of 180 million euro - recognised as top quality worldwide supplier of storage solutions, critical process equipment for oil & gas, chemical, petrochemical and nuclear industries. Through its business unit Maraldi, Walter Tosto delivers pressure spheres, low-temperature and cryogenic storage tanks.

Stand M25
Witzenmann Benelux
www.witzenmann.be
Witzenmann offers the world’s widest product range of flexible metal hoses, expansion joints, metal bellows, pipe supports and automotive components. Apart from its standard range, it develops and produces custom-tailored solutions for the most diverse industries and applications from single-item to large-scale production.

Stand G26
WLT Liquid & Gas Loading Technology
www.wlt.nl
WLT Liquid & Gas Loading Technology B.V. produces advanced products for loading and unloading liquids and gases to and from ships, tank trucks, rail car and other (small) storage containers.

Stand C21
Woodcote Media Ltd
www.woodcotemedia.com
Woodcote Media Ltd’s worldwide titles span the globe and include some of the leading magazines in their field. It also offers bespoke third party publishing and media sales representation so if looking for publishing and media sales experts then give Woodcote Media Ltd a call.

Stand A4
YENA Engineering
www.yenaengineering.nl
YENA Engineering BV is a highly qualified metalworking company that has 15 years of experience in the sector. It supports its clients with high-quality alternatives by managing over 12 factories from low-cost countries and promptly delivering orders to its clients. YENA Engineering aims to reduce workload and costs with its experienced project management and QA/QC teams.

Stand N19
Zeeco Inc
www.zeeco.com
Zeeco is the world leader in combustion and environmental solutions. The company employs 1,600+ people across 25+ global locations and houses the world’s largest combustion research and test facility at its headquarters in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma. Since 1879, Zeeco has completed 55,000+ projects helping industries meet global safety and environmental regulations.

Stand F6
Zhejiang Hanlv Aluminum Industry Co., Ltd
www.aluminumsheetchina.com
Hangzhou Yonghong Nonferrous Metal Materials Co., Ltd. is an integrated enterprise which specialises in aluminum products manufacturing and processing, international sales and domestic sales. As a modernised enterprise with high technology and self-management export, it is of solid financial base and great capability for production, research and development.

Stand K26
Zwick Armaturen GmbH
www.zwick-armaturen.de
Zwick Armaturen GmbH, a family-owned company for over 40 years, manufactures shut-off valves that meet the highest requirements. The modular design, special technical features and a wide range of valve series, which can be produced in various materials, make the valves suitable for a wide range of applications.
Save the date.
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